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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Concern exists that timelarge and relatively highly ionized

exhaust plumes of the Space Shuttle's solid rocket motors (SI_l's)

- may impede communicationwith the vehicle under some conditions.

In particular, the vehicle's ability to receive arming and destruct

commands from a ground-based Range Safety system under conditions

where the exhaust plume intercepts the line of sight has been ques-

tioned.

Under a previous contract with the George C. Marshall Space

Flight Center, Physical Dynamics, Inc., performed theoretical

calculations of signal attenuation by the exhaust plumes of both

the Space Shuttle and the Titan Ill-C. These studies (Boynton,

et al., 1977a) indicated that a large attenuation, 30-80 db, could

be expected under some conditions. Subsequent studies (Boynton,

et al., 1977b) showed that the calculated attenuation levels could

result in marginally acceptable power levels for the signal reaching

the Shuttle for combinations of northerly launch azimuth, high

altitude, and nominal (Cape site) transmitter location. This

work is reviewed in Section 2.

During a static ground test of a full-scale SRM at Thiokol,

Utah, measurements of attenuation of the UHF 41rS.5MHz Range Safety

Signal, the VHF voice link (230 MHz) and of S-band (c. 2.2 GHz)

• communications links were undertaken. These measurements were sponsored

by the Johnson Space Center and conducted by the Goddard Space Flight

Center. Analyses of these results by Kalil (1977) indicated that

measurable attenuation did occur at all tested frequencies. The

measured attenuation levels were compared with a simple model proposed by

Vicente_ et al. (1967), in which the received siqnal is identified as that

diffracted about the edge of the highly absorbing plume and the

signal level in the shadow zor.eis evaluated using the formula for

diffraction at a straight-edge. The comparison was satisfactory at

VHF and UHF frequencies and slightly less so at S-band.
i
!

i
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The ground test attenuation measurements offer a further

opportunity to compare our computations with experimental data.

(Comparisonswith in-flight measurements were presented in our

earlier report.) We have found excellent agreenent between the

results of experiment and on calculations at the Range Safety signal
p

frequency of 416.5 MHz. At S-band the agreement is not good;

possible reasons for the discrepancies at the higher frequency are

discussed in Section 4.

In testing a revised version of the computer code (FRENL) which

incorporatesour techniques, we discovered a numerical error which

had not appeared in previous exercises of the procedure. The error

causes the calculation to underestimate the signal strength in the

deeply shQdnw_.dzone. Tests of our technique for a diffraction

problem which has an analytic solution (see Section 3) led to

development of a criterion for accuracy of the computation. O,,r

ground test calculations satisfy the accuracy criterion; the in-

flight calculations performed earlier do not.

A revised procedure which appears to relieve the accuracy

problem with the original procedure has been developed; this procedure

is discussed in Section 5. Applications of the revised procedure to

high-altitude SRM plume attenuation are presented in Section 6.
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2.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

The SRM exhaust plume is a weakly ionized plasma which

: attenuates and refracts electromagnetic waves incident upon it.

The propagation geometry usually il,volvesrelatively small-angle

scattering of the incident radiation, ._ndso it is appropriate to

; apply a paraxial (parabolicw_ve) treatment. Accurate and efficient

procedures for evaluating solutions to the parabolic wave equation

have been developed for other applications, including radio wave

propagationin the ionosphere, laser beam propagation in the atmos-

phere, and acoustic wave propagation in the ocean. These procedures

are classified as split operator techniques, in which a dielectric

mediu is modelled as a sequence of phase screens which produce

attenuationand phase shifts of waves incident upon them. Propagation

between these phase screens is treated in terms of the Fresnel-

Kirchhoff integral, and fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) are used to

evaluate the convolution over a plane on which the complex wave

amplitude _b is prescribed.

In plume attenuation calculations, the propagation was treated

as if it occurred from the vehicle-mounted antenna to a ground-based

receiver, rather than from a ground-based transmitter to the vehicle.

A well-known reciprocity principle equates the signal amplitude

transmitted along any given path to that transmitted in the opposite

L direction along the same path; in our calculations, all reasonable

paths between a transmitter and receiver are included. The calculation

in the "reverse" direction is convenient for examining the effects of

ground site location, since a large nunW)erof ground points are

included. Problems introduced by ray divergence when considering

propagation from the antenna are dealt with by introducing a geometric

transformationdue originally to Talanov (Ig70), which converts a

nearly spherical wave front to a nearly plane wave front by sub-

tracting a phase correction and correspondingly introduces an altered

propagation distance. Thus rezoning to avoid aliasing in the FFT

operations is eliminated.

3
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The sequence of calculations is thus as follows:

l) Prescribe the complex wave field amplitude C7 (x',y')

at some initial pla_le Zo where the plume is-°
not present.

2) Apply the Talanov transformation to remove divergence

; effects in V/z (x',y').
0

3) Perform a free-space propagation calculation between the

planes Zo and Z1 , Z1 cont_ining the first phase

screen representing the plume. The following steps
are carried out:

a) Evaluate the discrete Fourier transform of _Zo
by FFT procedures.

b) Multiply the result, _'7(kx,ky) by

exp{-i AZ'(k2x )/2k o , the transform of the

propagation kernel in the Fresnel approximation.

flere ko is the nominal propagation wavenumber

and A7' is the effective plane-wave propagation

distance given by AZ' = (Z 1 - Zo) Zf/f(Z 1 - Zo)

+ ZfI , with Zf the distance from Zo to the
antenna (considered as a point source). The result

of this step is the discrete Fourier transform of

the wave amplitude incident upon the plane Zl ,

(kx,ky)
c) Ta_e the inverse Fourier transform of ^ to

q_Z1
give the amplitude in physical space.

4) Apply an inverse Talanov transformation to reconvert

the plane wave to the _ctual spherical wave. Adjust the

mesh size and the modu us of the wave amplitude by

the appropriate geometric factors.

5) Introduce a complex phase shift due to the phase screen

representing the plume as follows:

4
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a) Evaluate the local complex refractive index of the

plume based upon local values of the electron

density and collision frequency.

b) Calculate the complex phase shift through a phaser

screer, of thickness 'Z = _ (Z2 Zo) . Here

,t' + i, : ko(n-l)AZ, _;here n is the index of
refraction.

t

C) Multiply _'Z (x,yj by exp ii,,- ,} to qive theI
wave amplitude emerfllng from the phase screen at

Z1' _:Z(x,y).1
6) Cycle through steps 2-5 for the successive planes

Z2,Z 3,---Zr_ until the entire plume has been traversed.

7) Perform a final propagation calculation (steps 2-4) to a

distant plane in the vicinity of the ground station.

Provided that this plane is sufficiently distant, further

propagation should not change the properties of the field

amplitude when expressed as a function of angle with

respect to a nominal propagation direction (usually tail

aspect).

Figure I shows the propagation calculation in schematic form; Figure 2

shows the effects of the Talanov transformation (focusing/defocusing).

Properties of the exhaust plumes of Titan III-C and Space

Shuttle SRM's at selected altitudes were furnished to us by Lockheed

Missiles and Space Company (Huntsville Research and Engineering

Center). The results of attenuation calculations for the Titan III-C

at VHF and S-band frequencies were compared with field data presented

by Poehler (1969); our calculationswere sonmwhat conservative (low)

with respect to the observed signal power levels at VHF (Figure 3),

and significantly conservative at S-band (Figure 4. Results for

the Space Shuttle at high altitude (37.5 km) indicated that high

attenuation could be expected near tail asperts (Figure 5). When

combined with trajectory data and ground site configuration, these

5
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Figure I. Schematic process of evaluation of signal
propagation in an absorbing and refracting
medium.
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Figure 3. Comparisons between predictions and field
measurements: Titan III-C at 36 km, P-band.
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Figure 4. Comparisons between predictlons and field data:
Titan III-C at 36 kin,S-band.
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results imply a marginal condition at the nominal ground site

location for northerly l,_:Jnches,but that alternative locations

(preferably to the north) provide clear transmission paths to the

vehlcle (Figure 6).
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Figure6. Receivedsignalstrengthpatternfor various
groundstationsaroundCape Canaveralarea for
a 37.9° launchazimuthat a velliclealtitudeof

37.5km. Darkshading,_ < -94 db. Lightshading,-94 db < Ps < " db.
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3.0 TESTS OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCFDURES AGAINST THEORY

The computer code (FRENL) which performs the calculations

': outlined in the previous section was furnished to NAS:_(MSFC) in

: October 1977 in a form suitable for use on Univac II08.* In the

process of testing this version of the code, we discovered that the

: comp_itedRange Safety signal level deep in the shadow zone was

affected by the mesh spacing of the computation, and that this effect

was also present in previous versior,s of the code. During the

initial stages of our previous contract, while coding the original

version of FRENL, we had tested the effects of mesh size and found

them to be insignificant. Those tests, however, were performed for a

much smaller plume than that of the Space Shuttle. It appeared that

some aspect of the propagation calculation was being affected by the

resolution employed in the calculation, and that this effect was

related to plume size, signal wavelength, or some combination of

the two.

The effects of resolution on accuracy are most easily tested

on a simple problem for which a well-established analytical solution

exists. It is also preferable to use a one-dimensional test problem,

since ample array sizes can easily be accommodated. Fresnel diffrac-

tion by a straightedge (Figure 7) is a suitable test problem. The

exact analytical result for the ratio of the intensity I in the

. presence of a blocking edge to that in the absence of the ed(_:,is

where C ano S are the Fresnel cosine and sine integrals defined

as

*Previous computations, and the further investigations reported here,
were performed on a CDC 7600 at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(Department of Energy).

: 13
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X

l t2
C(x) = cos _ dt

O

-, avid

X

f l t2S(x) = sin _ R dt

o

with the diffraction parameter V being defined as

V : S_F2(a+b)/ab__ @q2"{a-+_Ib,_

The lengths a, b, and S and the angle ¢ are defined in Figure 7.

The theoretical intensity pattern is shown in Figure 8; it is the

same function used by Vicente (1966) to estimate plume-signal

interference. For large V (deep into the shadow zone) the intensity

varies as

I/Io _ ½ (" V)-2

To relate this problem to the Space Shuttle interference

problem at high altitude, we can estimate the values of V involved

there. At tail aspect the angle _ is about I/2 radian, the distance

a is of order 75 meters, b is about 50 kilometers, and the UHF

wavelength is about 0.75 meters. Thus, at tail aspect

Vmax_ ½V2-x-75"/O.75 " 7

Values of V at which we calculated 30-40 db attenuation (which is

a significant level in considering transmitter site location) are of

the order of 3-5. We must therefore consider the accuracy of our

solution for values of V between about 3 and 7.

15
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;;Lb = DISTANCE OF RECEIVER FROM

0' STRAIGHT EDGE

• = DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM
STRAIGHT EDGE

S = "HEIGHT" OF STRAIGHT EDGE
-5

X = WAVELENGTH

I = RECEIVED INTENSITY IN
PRESENCE OF OBSTACLE

-10 I o- RECEIVED INTENSITY WITH
NO OBSTACLE

n,.
'1o
Z

o -15

-20

IN SHADOW OUTSIDE SHADOW

-30

i 1 1
*'7 4'_ +5 +4 '*'3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 4 5

s/_i;,I �U
FRESNELPARAMETERV= Vab;_

CIjure 8. Intensity variations for Fresne] diffraction
at straight edge. From Kalil (1977)o
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Figures 9-11 shew the results of applying our computational

procedure in one din_nsion to the straightedge problem for different

combinations of signal frequency and mesh spacing. Here a --- 40

meters, and b = 260 _ter; these v_,lues are r,_ughlv apDrnpriate
F

to the Iround test conditions, but we extend tile calculation to

greater angles ,_ than encountered there. In this series of

figures the signal frequency is I/2, l, and 2 times the nominal

Range Safety signal frequency, respectively. The selid line shows

the theoretical signal level. The dots, c;,rcles, x's, and crosses

show the siqnal level (.alculated for mesh spacings at the obstacle of

l, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 meters, respectively. (The product o.'- mesh

spacing and number of points--i.e., the total grid length--is held

fixed at 64 meters.) It is evident that pr,._hlems exist at large

mesh spacings, and that a Iow-resoiution calcuiat':on can seriously

underestimate the intensity in the deeply shadowed region.

This result apparently has to do with the loss of high-

wavenumber Fourier components of the siqnal in the low-resolution

calculation. It is these Fourier components which are responsible

for the intensity deep in the shadow zone, and their omission

appears to result in a less intense signal.

We can systematize these results and develop a criterion for
i

the accuracy of our numerical calculation as follows: Tn Table I

- we show the values of the scattering angle _'3' at which the numerical
calculation differs from the exact analytical result by 3 db,

tabulated against mesh size 6x and frequency.

Table I: Scattering Angle ¢3
}

_x f = 208 MHz 416.5 833

1.0 18° 8.5° 4°

0.5 >30° 16.7 ° 9.5 °

0.25 -- _28° ~18.5°

0.125 ..... 30

C
17
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Within the scatter of this limited amoul_tof data we find that

03 --_/6x •

and a proportionalityconstantof about 0.2. This is consistent with

an accuracy criterion based on resolving the first unobserved Fresnel

zone in the vicinity of the edge. The radius of the nth zone is

: ( _abn_2
rn _-_--_/ _ S

and its width is approximately (since An : l)

L_rn: (X _b)/(2S)--(,_Z'/2S)

Thus, at the edge

arn = _/2¢

A reasonable criterion for accuracy in this numerical calculation is

that the first Fresnel zone at the edge of the blocking surface be

resolved in the Nyquist sense of being able to fit one con_)lete

Fourier mode with _mode = 26x within this zone, or

6x-½ Arn-- _ _

Satisfying this criterion leads to 3 db accuracy in the deeply

shadowed zone.

In the case of the Space Shuttle Range Safety stgnal, the

wavelength is 0.72 meters and the tail-aspect scattering angle is

of the order of 0.5 radians, so that an accurate calculation requires

a mesh spacing

6xmO.12/(4xO.5) = 0.36 meters

=,

21 ;
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The actualmesh spacingof our previouscalculationswas about 3 meters

at the pointwhere the tangentray from the antennaskims the plume.

We concludethatour Shuttlecalculationsare overlyconservativeat

scatteringanglesgreaterthan0.06 radians,or at tail aspectangles

, less thanabout22°. Table II gives an estimateof the mesh size

and nu_er of grid pointsnecessaryfor an accuratecalculationas

a functionof scatteringangle:

Table II: Mesh width and grid sizerequire-
ments versusscatteringangle

Scatteringangle_ Mesh width,6x Grid size

0.06 3 64x64

0.2 o.g 256x256

0.5 0.36 I024xi024(512x512?)

Since the computationtimeis approximatelyproportionalto the

numberof mesh points N (N log2N for the FFT operations,N for the

phasechangecalculations),an accuratecalculationat tail z_pect

would requireof the order of at leastlO0 timesthe costof our

previouscalculations.The figureis probablysomewhatgreaterif one

accountsfor the increasedoverheadassociatedwith storageand trans-

positionof large (1 to 4 millionwords)arrayson disc.

In the case of the groundtests,our accuracycriterioncan

be satisfiedat a11 testedfrequencies.In the next sectionwe

compareour computationusing the FFT procedurewith the testresults.

' i
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4.0 GROUNDTEST CALCULATIONS

For the greund-basedSRM firingsat Thiokol,the receiving

and transmittingantennaswere locatedso that the line-of-sight

lies at an angle to the plume centerlire.An aerialview of the

testsetup is shown in Figure12; the positionsof the SRM test

stand,plume center!ine,and transmittingand receivingantennas

are indicated. The intervalbetweengroundcontourelevationsis

25 ft.,and themotor fires towarda hill.

Kalilhas sumJnarizedthe conditionsencounteredduringthe

motor firing. The motor plumescoursout a cavityin the ground,

and appearsto requireabout 30-40 secondsto assumea steadystate.

A largedust cloud is formedwhere the plumeimpingesupon the hill.

The dust .:loudappearsfrom the photographsin Kalil'sreportto be

clearof the nominaltransmissionpath,and is not includedin our

calculation•

We have employedplumepropertiescalculatedby the Lockheed

Missilesand SpaceCompany,HuntsvilleResearchand Engineering

Center. The computerprogramused to generatetheseresultsis one

which was alsoemployedin calculatingthe plumepropertiesused in

our previouscalculationsfor in-flightattenuation.It provides

valuesof collisionfrequencyand electrondensityas a functionof

radialdistancefrom the plumeaxis on a seriesofplanesnormalto

the axis• The IOg cm"3 electrondensitycontour(atwhich ni_ 0.003

at 416.5MHz, lead;ngto an attenuationof O.ll db betweensuccessive

phasescreens)is shownas a functionof axial distancein Figure13;

the plumeshapededucedby Kalilfrom photographstakenduringthe

testis alsoshown for comparison.

There is a notabledifferencein shape betweenthe electrical

plumeand the visibleplume. The latteris due to aluminumoxide

particlesformed in the combustionprocessinsidethe motor. Upon

leavingthe motor the particle-ladenexhaustgasesmix with ambient

air. Becausethe oxideparticlesdo not react,the edge of the opaque

23
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region gets further away from the plume centerline until the cloud

as a whole begins to become transparent. Dilution of the particle

cloud in the first several hundred feet is apparently insufficient

to allow the apparent visible edge to bend over toward the axis.

The electrons, on the other hand, react in the outer regions ef the

- plume. Electron production by afterburning appears to peak in the

• first 200 ft. or so and from then on electron concentrations decrease

as the result of both mixing and recombination and attachment processes.

This difference in physical processes defining the electrical and

visible plumes probably has much to do with shape differences in the

downstream regions. Interactionswith the ground may also be signi-

ficant. The reasons #or the discrepancies in the first 80 ft. are

less physically obvious, and may be the result of excess diffusion
@r

in the Lockhrd calculation or of problems in interpreting the plume

photographs. The "edge" locatiops are comparable in the region

(80-100 ft.) where the line of sight intercepts the plume.

The major adaptation of the FRENI_code to allow calculation

of signal levels for the test conditions was removing the assumption

that the nominal propagation path parallels the plume axis. It was

necessary to interpolatebetween the planes on which the plume data

were provided in order to evaluate the plume's refractive index on

planes normal to the nominal (angled) propagation path. As one

proceeds from one phase screen to the next along this path, one

enco,'-tersthe plume at different locations; looking toward the

receiver along the path, the intercepted portion of the plume moves

from right to left as one views phase screens successively further

from the transmitter. Examples of the development of the propaga-

tion calculationwill be shown subsequently.

If one treats the plume edge as an effective straightedge

in the region near where the transmission path c_x)ssesthe plume axis,

one can evaluate an effective value of the scattering angle for the

The LAPP code on which the LMSC calculation is based has been shown

(Dash and Pergmanent, 1977) to calculate anomalously high diffusion
rates near the initial plane.

26 '
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testconditionsand _stimatethe mesh size requiredfor computational ;

accuracyin the FFT mode. These parametersare summarizedin

Table3-7 of Kalil'sreport;the effectivescatteringangle is about _

0._ radian. The correspondingrequiredmesh sizes at UHF (_ = 0.72m)

• and S-band(4 = 0.]4m) are 1.8 m and 0.35 m, respectively.It is

relativelyeasy to fulfillthis requirementat UHF with the nominal

; 64x64grid used in FRENL. The rangesafetysignalexperimentdoes

not providea criticaltestof our computationalprocedureas such.

The S-bandexperimentis at best marginalfor this purpose,and it
t

will be difficultto distinguisherrorsarisingfrom our computational

techniquefrom thoseassociatedwith inaccuratedescriptionsof the

p]umeand the environment.

The developmentof the calculationat 416.5 MHz in the absence

of groundeffectsis shown in Figures14 and 16. (Thiscalculation

is equivalentto placinga perfectlyreflectinggroundplanealong

the lineof sightbetweentransmitterand receiver.) The coordinate

systemis chosenas follows: the z axis pointsfrom the "transmitter"

(Kalil'ssiteA) towardthe receiver(Kalil'ssiteB or C), and the

y axis pointsupward. The x axis completesa left-handcoordinate

system;it pointstowardthe plume. The mesh spacingin the x

(horizontal)directionis generally3 to 5 times the spacingin the

y (vertical)directionin orderto take in more of the longaxis of

the plume. Accordingto the data glven by Kalil,the line of sight

_. is a short distance(0.5m)above the plumeaxis, so that the calcu- i"

lationis not quite symmetricabout the x axis.

Figure14 showscontoursof imaginarypartsof the refractive

indexon the second,fifth,and thirteenthphasescreens,representing

angledcuts throughthe plume at stationsprogressivelyfurtherdown-

stream. Becauseof the differencein mesh spacingsin the x and y

directions,thesecontoursappearcompressedin the x direction. They

are actuallye111pseswith the major axls paralle1to the x axis.

The apparentshrinkageof the plume_s one progressesdownstreamis a

consequenceof the growthof the computationalmesh in accordancewith IT
2

27 _;
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the Talanov transformation. The propagation geometry (viewed from

above) is sketched in Figure 15. We have used the lO9 cm-3 electron '

density contour to indicate the strongly absorbing part of the plume.

Contours of constant field amplitude _ are shown in Figure 16. At
L,

the right of the figures, the wave has passed upstream of the nozzle

= exit plane; since we have not accounted for interferring structures,

the wave is unattenuated. At the left of the figures, the wave has

either not yet reached the plume or has passed downstream of the

region of large electron density. These regions are far enough

from the line of sight so that their contribution to the transmitted

signal is small with respect to the signal diffracted around the edges i_

of the plun_ (in the y direction).

We have accounted for the effects of the ground by placing a
?

perfectly absorbing medium 3 meters below the line of sight. In

actuality the ground will be somewhat reflective, and scattering rom

irregularitiesat the surface will be significant. Different reflec-

tivities and scattering coefficients should be expected for the

horizontal and vertical polarization components; these polarization

effects cannot be included in a scalar wave treatment. A more sophis-

ticated treatment of ground effects is possible but would require a

great deal of effort to implement. Imposition of an absorbing ground

plane produces some attenuation of the signal in the absence oi"the

plume due to diffraction effects near the ground. We calculate the
plume-induced attenuation as the difference between signal levels in

db with and without the plume.

Figure 17 shows the Range Safety signal intensity as a function

of angle in a plane normal to the ground at the location of the receiver

with (bottom) and without (top) the SRM plume. Effects at the edges

(angles greater than -+8to 9 degrees) are the result of aliasing and

should be discounted. Values at angles less than -0.55 degrees are

actually below ground level and should be discounted. The signal

level relative to free-space propagation without the plume at the

receiver 1ocatlon (ey = O) is -2.2 db. The signal level with the
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plume is -17.2 db. The plume-induced attenuation is 15 db, a figure

in excellent agreement with the measured values reported by Kalil.

The meshspacing _y near the place where the plane x = 0

;- cuts throughthe plumeaxis is about0.5 meters. We calculated

previouslythatour Fresnelzone criterionof accuracywould be

satisfiedfor a mesh size of 1.8 meters. We are thereforeoperating

in a regimewhere we expectgoodresultsfromthe numericalcalculation.
o

We havealso calculatedthe plume-inducedsignalattenuation

at S-band. Our calculationsare for the 2106MHz circularlypolarized

signal,to which one scalarwave treatmentshouldbe applicable.

Evenat thishigherfrequencythereisnogreat difficultyin satisfying

the accuracycriterionfor the mesh spacing 6y in the regionwhere

the lineof sightcrossesthe plume;largermeshesoccurat subse-

quentphase screensbecauseof beam divergence,but th_.yare less

directlyrelevantto the more one-dimensionalbehaviornear x = O.

We therefor expectthat the propagationcalculationshouldbe

accurate.

Becausethe S-bandantennasproducea narrowbeam (in contrast

to the nearlyisotropicRangeSafetyantenna),it is necessaryto

includethe antennapatternin the calculation.The antennapattern

used is basedon Kalil'sFigure3-5; the low-powersidebands(required

only in the x directionbecauseof the narrowergrid in the y

direction)were neglected. The antennapatternwas extrapolatedusinga

Gaussianfalloffwith angle. The antennapattern(amplitude I¢I)is shown

in Figure18. Free-spacepropagationof thispatternfrom the firstphase

screento the receiverproducesonlysmall changesat ano!esless than6-8°,

so thatwe can considerthe patternto be fullydevelopedin the main lobe

at the initiationof our calculations.

The intensitiesinthe plane x - 0 (verticalalong the line of

sight)at the receiverlocationare shownas functionsof angle By
with and withoutthe plume in FigureIg. In this case the difference

betweensignallevelsin db with and withoutthe plume is 49 db. This
_C

-i
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INTENSITY (DB) IN FAR FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE (DEGREES)
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'r

att('nuationis considerablyhigherthan the measuredattenuationof

36 _o 20 db. (TheS-bandsignalattenuatiGndecreasessomewhat

dur,'ngthe motorburn.)

" We have not beenable to explainthe discrepancybetweenthe

observedand predictedS-bandattenuationlevels. Reasonablechanges

in transmitterlocationor groundplane locationchangethe predicted

attenuetionby a few db, but not enoughto reconcilethe calculation

with the measurements.Changesin plume properties(e.g.,centerline

elevation)great enoughto bringobservationand measurementinto

agreementwould destroythe good agreementfound for the RangeSafety

signal. On the basis of resultsreportedin the previoussection,

it is difficultto ascribetne entirediscrepancyto errorsin the

propagationcalculation.

A possibleexplanationmay lie in differencesbetweenthe

electricalpropertiesof the actualfluctuatingturbulentplume and

thoseof the mean flowfield. It is often observedthat turbulent

media affectelectromagneticwaves as if the instantaneousgradients

in electrondensitywere much sharperthan thoseof a time-averaged

medium. Such localsharpeningcan be observedin the realizationsof

the turbulentelectrondensityfieldsof high-altitudeplumespresented

in our previousreport(Boynton,et al., 1977a). In Figu_ 20 we

plot the fieldamplitude I_l at x = 0 emergentfrom the fifth

phasescreen. (Furtherattenuationor refractionbeyondthispoint is

negligiblealong this plane.) The quantityplottedis the ratioof

the magnitudeof _ to its magnitudeat the center (x = y = O)

of the firstphase screen18 metersfrom the transmitter.The region

at anglesbelow 7.4°,where plumeattenuationis significant,is seen

to havea tallextendingintothenominallyshadowedregion. The mean

plume has a "fuzzy"edge; the emergentwave lacks the high spatial

wavenumberFouriercomponentswhich producethe slgnaldeep in the

shadowedregionIn the case of a sharpedge. If the plumewere actually

a sertes of sharper-edged structures, wtth the edge position fluctuating

36
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in time, then diffraction would produce a greater signal level at the
transmitter location. The effect would be more noticeable at S-band

than at the RangeSafety frequency both becauseth3mean plume is

: sharper-edgedat low frequencyand becausethe valueof the olffraction

parameter V (definedin Section3) is greater,making the result

more sensitiveto detailsof the diffractingedge,

We can easilyevaluatethe expectedattenuationif the plume

edgewere sharp. The angle at which the attenuatedsignalis half

the peakvalue is 6,6°, and the valuesof a and b are 68 meters

and 2.22metersat this station, The diffractionparameter V is

4.1, and the expectedratioof the signallevel at this valueof

V comparedto thatat the edge is

1
(W) "2 + 6 db = -19 db

The antennapatternadds another-5 db so that the totalresultis

-24 db; thls valuelieswithinthe rangeof the measureddata,and

is not far from the resultobtainedwhen the pl_nehas settleddown

to a steadystate. The actualattcnuationlevelshouldbe calculated

as an averageover the fluctuatingpositionsof the edge, and would

be a littlehl_er or lowerthanwhatwe estimatehere.

We had hopedto introducesimulatedturbulenceeffectsinto

thesecalculationsIn a mannersimilarto the way in whichwe treated

the flightcalculations.In the flightcasewe found littledifference

betweenturbulentand nonturbulentresults. It now appearsthat our

earllerresultswere stronglyaffectedby numericalerrorsIn the

calculatlonsunder fllghtconditions,and thatthe effectsof slmulated

turbulence could be significantly greater than those calculations

indicate. Becau3ewe have attempted to improve the accuracy of the

comutattonal procedure under fltght conditions, we were unable

(within the available funds) to apply our turbulence model to the

ground tests.

38
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It is alsoworthnotingthat if our speculationthat turbulence

effectivelysharpensthe plumeedge is correct,an accuratecalculation

appliedto a mean flow fieldwill tendto produceconservative(high)

attenuatiorlevelsin the deeplyshadowedregion.

39
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5.0 REVISIONSTO COMPUTATIONALPROCEDURES

In Section3 we showedthat the computationalprocedureused

in our earlierwork to evaluateSRM plume attenuationin flightis

inaccurate(overlyconservative)for the deeplyshadowedregion.

Performingan accuratecalc'JlationusingFFT's requireslargearrays,

whose manipulationcouldresultin verysubstantiallygreater

computationalcosts. We have spent sometimeexemininqprocedures

which mightbe appliedon a smallercomputationalgrid, so thatthe

entirecalculation-an be containedwithinthe rapid-accessmemory

of a typicallargecomputer.

An alternativeprocedureto the full FFT-basedcomputation

whichcan be attractivewhen rapid-accessstorageis limitedto use

the FFT procedureon a smallgrid, but to supplementit by a semi-

analyticalprocedurewhen the FFT solutionfails to pass the accuracy

test. Here we wouldapproximatethe behaviorof the wave amplitude

_bZo(X',y')betweenmesh pointsby some convenientanalyticfunction

and calculatethe contributionsto the fieldamplitude _Zl(X,y) by
summing(coherently)the integralsof this functiontimesthe propa-

gationkernelover the regionsaroundeach mesh pointon the plane

Z = Zo . This procedureis expectedto be much more time-consuming
thanan FFT solutionfor the same nun_)erof gridpoints,since it

scalesas NN' where N' is the numberof pointsat which the

convolutionis evaluatedby summation.

A procedurewhich leadsto a relativelyeasilyformulated

algorithmis to assumethatthe logarithmof the fieldan,plitude

variesquadraticallywith positionon the plane Z = Zo . Discon-

tinuitiesin magnitude,phase,and slopeof _b are minimaland an

analyticalexpressionfor the contributionof the regionnear a

mesh pointin the plane Z = Zo to the an_)lltudeat Z = ZI is

easilyobtainedin termsof complexerror functions.

, 40
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In one dimensionwe representthe amplitudeat Z = ZI as

_Z_ I_. i" _Z° -ik°(xJ-x')2/2Az
U,zI(xj)= 1 i+½ (x')e dx'

: " Wx__½

where xI1±½= _1(x} + xl±1)l" We approximate @zo(X') betweenmesh
points x' and x!i-i 1+I as

_JZom=xp -(ax'2+ bx' + c) + (x' -

where a, b, and c are complexcoefficientswhichdependon xj
but not on x'. Then

ax'2 + bx' + c = -log_Z° + _ (x' - xj)2 = F(x')

Thesecoefficientscan be determinedfrom the valuesof F at the

mesh points x__I , x_ , and x'.i+iby solvingthe set of complex
Iinearequations

axe2.1+ bx__1 = Fi.I

ax_2 + bx_ + c = Fi

,2 + bx_.. + c
" axi+1 1*i = Fi+1

With this approximationwe have

i
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where
4

Gij = exp -(ax'2 + bx' + c) dx'

L

To evaluate this we take

ax'2 + bx' + c = (ax'+ B)2 + R

where completingthe squaregives

a= a½

B = b/(2a)

R = (4ac- b2)/(4a)

Thus
X'

fi+½ (_ ) (b2_ a4aC)Gij : exp (ax'+ B)2 dx"exp 4

x__½

Thesubstitution_ = _x'+B , d_ = _ dx' then leadsto

l r{i+½ b2
Gij -_- _ exp_2)d_'exp( - 4a4ac}

{i-½

The integralis a line integralin the compl_xplane;by Cauchy's
-Cz

theoremit is independentof path since e is analytic. It

can be expressedin termsof the error functionof complexargument
Z

erf(Z)= 2 --[ e-t2 dt , Z = x+ly
v_J

0
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as

Gij = _2_exp - 4a j{erf(Ci+½)" erf(_i

A subroutinewhich can be used tc evaluatethe complexerror

function is included in the CERN*Computer Center Program Library.

--_ The routineCWERF (K_Ibig,lq70:Gautschi,1970) evaluatesthe function

w(Z) = e"z2 + 2ii et2 dt

0

which is relatedto the error functionas

w(Z) : e-Z2[l - erf(-iZ)]

We have testedthis algorithmfor severalsimpleproblems, In

each casewe evaluatea referencesolutionby employingthe FFT

procedureon a closelyspacedgrid, and comparethese resultsto

thoseof the analyticsolutionevaluatedon a seriesof coarser

grids. The testproblemis diffractionabout a "fuzzy"edge:

l Zol=l x'>xo

i_Z l=expC(x' - Xo)2/2A2) x' < xo

• with A and xo relatedsuch that _Z (x' : O) : 0.5.

Figures21 through27 show some_esultsof thesetest calculations.

In all cases the distances a and b are 40 and 260 metersand the

frequencyis 416 MHz. The diffractedresultsare expressedin termsof

the angle ¢, where ¢ = 0 identifies I$I = ½ l_maxl on the initial

surface(effectiveedge position).

CentreEuropeanpourRechercheNuclealre
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In Figure21 we show the initialvariationof amplitudeswith

positionand the diffractedresult(intensityvs. angle)for

: A = 3.0. Here the solutionis evaluatedusingFFT'swith 512 grid

points. Figure22 shows the same quantitiesfor a 64-pointcalcu-

lationusingthe semi-analyticprocedure. In each case the initial

wave formis taperedat the right-handside to reducealiasingin

the FFT solution. Figure21 showsthat the FFT resultsare still

influencedby a_iasingat scatteringanglesbelow about -20°. At

greatervaluesof _b the low-resolutionsemi-analyticresultsagree _

within5 to I0 db with the high-reselutionFFT results;the agreement i
t

is betterthe larger @, and can alsobe improvedby going to a

128-pointsemi-analyticcalculation.For our purposesthe agreement

with 64 pointsappearsacceptable.

Figure23 and 24 show the resultsof calculationswith A = 3.0.

Here the comparisoncan be extendedto -30°, where the two calculations

are withinlO db of each other. At 15° theyare within3 db. Part

of the discrepancyheremay be due to the low-resolutioncalculation's

not beingable fully to resolvethe tailregion. A 128-pointcalculation

is within3 to 4 db of the high-resolutionresultsat 30° (Figure25).

Figures26 and 27 showresultsfor a straightedge(A = 0). The

low-resolutionsemi-analyticcalculationis within 3 to 4 db of the

averagehigh-resolutionFFT resultsat all angles. A comparable

64-pointFFT solution(see FigurelO) would have been grosslyin

errorat anglesbelow -5 to -lO°.

Scatteringanglesof interestfor the Space Shuttleplume at

high altitudeareof the order15°, and compareat constant V to

about 22° in thesecalculations(becauseof the largereffectivevalue

of the distance a). It appearsthat the semi-analyticprocedure

developedhere shouldbe capableof givingsatisfactoryresultsfor

the Shuttlein flight. However,flightcalculationsrequirea two-

dimensionalcomputation.
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The extensionof thisalgorithmto two dimensions(x,y)is re1_tive!y

straightforward.Herewe write

; l F 1+½ /J+½ " _ ( -Xm) + (Y'-Ym): (x',y')e dx dy,

_. _Z1(Xm,Yn) _ _ _ _Zo-½ j-½

X' y' = ½(y + ' We approximate
with X'

I±½ = x_ + i_+i) and ,i_+½ i YJ-+I)"

_b inthe vicinityof a mesh point (x},y_) as

_Zo' = exp (ax'2 + bx' + c + dy' + ey'2)+ _ ( -Xm) +(y'-ym)

so that

ax '2 '2 = -log*zo + (X-Xm)2 + (y-yn) 2

= Fij

The coefficientsare now determinedby a set of five linearcomplex

equations

ax'__1+ bX;.l+C + dy_ + eyi2 = Fi.1.j

ax'_+bx;+c+% +ey)z- Fi,j

.x;+21+bxi+1++, +.)2.,,+,.j

2 d' e '2- -F Iax_ + bx} + c + YJ-I + YJ ! ,j-I

dYj+i 'ax( 2 + bx( + c + ' + eyj-1 + Fi,j,_l

we
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Thus, we have

_zl(Xm'Yn ) = _ IJ,mni j

with
I i

x'"C ) ).<<Git,mn,, -- F exp _ax'2 + bx') dx'o exp (ey' +dy') dy'.J

x__½ -½

As before,we find

6tj,mn = _iT_exPt r'[b-_2 +TFe"L4a d2 c]}[erf(<t+ ½) - erf(<t.ii)]

.
)

where _04

I

_= a_ i

Y =e_ i'
'C= _x' + B i;

n-YY' +6 .,i
!

6 - d/_

Nusdertcal difficulties can arise in appl,cattons of the above

procedure unless care is exerct: sd. One problem which we have en-

_untered involves a large positive real part of either C or _2
(or n_ ), which can cause the £(XP routine to fat1. In all cases the

combination ¢ + I_2 (or C + n2 ) has .2 small eeaI part, so that

stmply adding the exponents before performing the exponential operation,
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rdther than multiplying the exponentials, avoids this difficulty.

A more subtle problem is associated with the symmetry

- properties of the function w(z) defined above, and the way the CWERF

subroutine uses them in evaluating w(z) for z not in _h_ first

quadrant. The relevant properties are

0 < lw(x+iy)I< I x,y> 0

w(-x + iy) = w*(x + iy)

2ey2 2w(x - iy) = -x r;os 2xy + i sin 2xy] - w*(x + iy)

Problems occur for z near the negative imaginary axis, since the

real part of the exponential is large. The exponential comes from

the term involving I in the definition of w(z) ; because it is e-z2,

it should cancel when multiplied by ez2 in evaluatinQ

Z

fo ez w'z'
Because of roundoff errors arising when one combines exponents to

eliminate the first problem, cancellation is not perfect. One

is i=ft with a small difference between large numbers and the answer

can be wildly in error.

Thi,sdifficulty can be avoided by recognizing that the integral

over a mesh region is independent of the sign of the square root chosen

when calculating _ = _. Thus it is sufficient to set _ = -(x

whenever using the principal part (-_/2 < arg _ < _/2) of

results in z's near the negative imaginary axis (y < 0 and

y2 • x2). This results in B going to -B and z = _x + 13 going

to -z; the variable z now lies near the positive imaginary axis

where w(z) is bounded. The answer is unchanged, but difficulties
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: arising from the computer's carrying limited number of decimal

places are eliminated.
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6.0 REVISED PLUME INTERFERENCE CALCULATIONS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE

We have applied the con_Dutationalprocedure developed ir_the

preceding section to evaluating the Range Safety signal attenuatior,

by the SRM exhaust plume at an altitude of 37.5 km. This is Lhe

case which was found in our earlier work to have the broadest and

deepest attenuation pattern.

The propagation of the signal through the exhaust plume '_as

evaluated using the usual multiple-screen representationwith FFT's.

Because the diffraction parameter is large (due to the small distance

b in Figure 7) near the plume centerline, large errors are (_xpected

for the signal amplitude incident upon any phase screen after the

first. However, these large errors in _ occur in regions where

the attenuation is also very large, so that the signal amplitude

emergent from that screen is in any case very small. This region has

a negligible effect upon the value of _ incident upon the next

phase screen.

Once past the plume (or more appropriately, past the region of the

plume for which we have flow field data) the signal is propagated to the

far-field plane, anains using FFT's. The signal amplitude on the next-to-

last phase screen (this is the last screen for the exhaust plume) is stored

for future use. In the "Talanov" coordinate system appropriate to the

propagation step between the last plume station and the far-field plane,

in which the signal would be a plane wave in the absence of the plur_w_,

we evaluate a contour line on the last plume station along which the plume-

induced attenuation is 6 db. This contour defines the position of an

effective plume edge for the propagation to the f_r-field plane. This

contour is projected on the far-field plane (a simple translation, since

the mesh has the same size on both planes in the transformed coordinate

system), and each point within that contour is tested to see whether

the Fresnel-zoneaccuracy criterion is obeyed, i

We evaluate the shortest distance rmin from each point i

within the 6-db contour to that contour, and equate the distance S
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_ in Figure7 to rmin . We thenask whetherthe Fresnelzonewidth

AXzONE: (_Z'I2rmin)
-C

is greater or less than twice the mesh spacing _x (in these calcu-

lations 6Y = _x). Here Z' is the transformedpropagationdistance

Zf Z ab
| --.

Zf+Z a+b

If AXzoNE> 2 6x, thenwe considerthe FFT calculationto be
sufficientlyaccurate,and the resultfor _ on the far-fieldplane

is left unchanged. If AXzONE< 2 ax, thenour accuracycriterion
has been violated,and we recalculate _ using the semi-analyti

directintegrationprocedureand the storedvaluesof 9' from the

last plume station.

We haveappliedthisprocedureboth to the relativelysmooth

mean flowfieldgiven by the LMSC/HRECcalculationof plumeproperties

and toasharp-edgedplumederivedfrom thatsame calculation. (Recall

thata possibleexplanationfor the discrepancybetweenour calcu-

lationsfor the Thiokolexperimentsand the measuredattenuation

is thatthe plume is actuallysharper-edged,as the resultof

instantaneousgradientsteepeningby turbulentdistortions,thanthe

mean flow.)The positionof the sharpedge is arbitrarilydefinedas

the 6-db c(Jntouron a phase screenjust beyondthe pointof tangency

• of the plume-skimmingray. Theseresultsare comparedin Figures28 .

and 29, whereweplotthe far-fieldintensityratio I/Io in db as

a functionof the angles 0x and Oy, respectively.(Theantennais o

on the sideof negative eX and Oy .) Both calculationsshow much
less attenuationnear tallaspectthandoes the full FFT calculation

(Figure5) given in our previousreport. The sharp-edgedplume

producesmuch lessattenuationnear tallaspectthan does themean
J
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flow field. In a roughsense,thesetwo calculationscan be regarded

as upperand lowerboundsto the expectedsignalstrength;each

propagationcalculationis expectedto be accurate,and the un-

certaintiesare thoseassociatedwith definingan instantaneousflow

field.

" Bothcalculationsindicatethatattenuationsof the order of

30-35db can occurat anglesbetweenlO and 20°. These "holes"in

the signallevelpatternare deep enoughto make the Range Safety

systemmarginallyoperableif they actuallyoccur in flight. The

qualitativeconclusionof our previousreportthat the ShuttleRange

Safetysignalcouldbe adverselyaffectedby the SRM exhaustplume

stillappearsvalid.
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